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Springer-Verlag Berlin and Heidelberg GmbH & Co. K. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback.
897 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.1in. x 2.2in.Marcel Riesz (1886-1969) was the younger of the famed
pair of mathematicians and brothers. Although Hungarian he spent most of his professional life in
Sweden. He worked on summability theory, analytic functions, the moment problem, harmonic and
functional analysis, potential theory and the wave equation. The depth of his research and the
clarity of his writing place his work on the same level as that of his brother Frdric Riesz. This edition
of his Collected Papers contains most of Marcel Rieszs published papers with the exception of a few
papers in Hungarian that were subsumed into later books. It also includes a translation by J. Horvth
of Rieszs thesis on summable trigonometric series and summable power series. They are thus a
valuable reference work for libraries and for researchers. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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The ideal pdf i at any time go through. It is really basic but unexpected situations from the fi y percent of your pdf. Its been designed in an extremely easy
way and is particularly only after i finished reading this pdf through which really changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . K endr ick Str a cke-- Pr of . K endr ick Str a cke

Thorough guide! Its such a very good go through. It is really simplified but surprises in the 50 % from the ebook. You will like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn
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